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Presentation Agenda

1. What are Unlimited Contacts?
2. Contact Data in SchoolEngage Forms
3. Writing Back Contacts
4. Matching Contact Records
5. Data Access Accounts
6. Processing Records
7. Feedback and Questions?



Unlimited Contacts – PowerSchool 11 and under

Previously, PowerSchool had only these sections 
for contact information.

Good for simple situations, but in reality they 
often fell short.

In practice, most districts have many 
customizations that expanded on this section to 
handle the data they needed.

These views are still accessible, but once you 
switch to Unlimited Contacts their use is not 
recommended.



Unlimited Contacts – PowerSchool 12.0+

New versions of PowerSchool have a 
new Contacts page to manage 
relationships.

Contacts allow significantly more 
flexibility and control, so long as the 
data is properly cleaned before use.*

*Cleaning includes merging duplicates, properly 
setting access and flags



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview

Contacts are usually* strictly ordered, meaning the top contact would be who you would contact first. 
Contacts with Data Access and Custody would come first 

* Exact rules for ordering are up to your District’s discretion



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
This column displays the Contact’s name as well as their Primary / highest ordered Email. 

Clicking their NAME allows you to edit this record. This is important to note as the Edit / Pencil icon on the 
right can be misleading, is used to edit the Relationship between the student and contact.



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The Relationship column displays the relationship between the Contact and the currently selected student.

This field by default has 11 options (shown to the right), but PowerSchool administrators are able to add 
more if needed by going to District -> Code Sets -> Relationship while under District Office



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The Phone columns display the highest ordered Phone record.

This field by default has 4 options (shown to the right), but PowerSchool administrators are able to add more 
if needed by going to District -> Code Sets -> Phone while under District Office



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The Address columns display the highest ordered Address record.



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The Relationship Flags are used to explain the relationship between a student and contact further.

Custody – indicates legal custody
Lives With  - indicates whether the student resides with this contact
School Pickup – indicates if this contact is authorized to take the student away from School
Emergency Contact – Indicates if this contact should be called in the case of an emergency*

*Some districts mark all authorized contacts as Emergency, where some only indicate non-custodial 
emergency contacts as Emergency. Either method works, so long as your district is consistent in use.



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The Original Contact Type column indicates if the contact was automatically migrated from a legacy field the 
old contacts fields sown earlier).

If this field has a value, it means that this contact record was generated automatically by PowerSchool, and is 
still linked with the old fields. This means changing information for this contact will update the old fields and 
vice versa.

These Legacy records can cause data issues when you begin using Unlimited Contacts, and in nearly all cases 
will lead to duplicate records, so it is best to clean up the Original Contact Type.



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The Start and End Date columns indicate whether or not this relationship is currently active.

If a record is no longer active due to the current date not falling within the date range, the records will be 
hidden by default, but can be viewed by checking the “Show All” checkbox



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The Data Access column indicates if this Contact is able to access this students data in PowerSchool.

Simply put, it means that if this contact has a Parent Portal account, they would be able to see this student.

SchoolEngage uses the data access flag to determine account access, so it is critical that the Data Access flag 
be properly maintained.



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The “Add” Button allows you create a new Contact for this student, or link them to an existing account



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The “-” Button allows you to delete a Student-Contact relationship. This only severs the link to the student, it 
does not remove the Contact from PowerSchool.



Unlimited Contacts – Student Data Overview
The “Pencil” Button allows you to edit a Student-Contact relationship. This allows you to set the Relationship 
Flags seen earlier, as well as the main Relationship and Original Relationship.



Unlimited Contacts – Contact Data Overview
As mentioned earlier, if you click on the name of a Contact you can access their record.

The data in this record is accessible to all student records linked to them, and any changes to their data will 
be reflect to all linked users.

The “Active” flag indicates if this Contact is currently linked to an Active student at an school in the district. If 
it is disabled, they will b hidden by default from searches.



Unlimited Contacts – Contact Data Overview
The next section within a contact is their Web Access Account (Parent Portal). Here we can see their Username (how they 
log in), Email (where SchoolEngage sends emails to) and whether or not the account is active. If the account is inactive 
they cannot log in. If it is active, they can log I, even if they have access to no students.

Pressing Edit Account will allow you to change the details as well as reset the password.



Unlimited Contacts – Contact Data Overview

The next section within a contact is the Students panel. This table is identical to 
the one shown from the students view, except it shows students attached to a 
particular contact. The is no ordering of students within a contact.



Unlimited Contacts – Contact Data Overview

The next section within a contact is the Phones section.

Phones are strictly ordered, and the Phone at the top of the list will be pulled into 
the Students view. Preferred indicates this is how the Contact would like to be 
contacted. 



Unlimited Contacts – Contact Data Overview

The next section within a contact is the Emails section.

Emails are not order, but the Primary email will always be listed first. Email and 
Access Accounts are stored separately and can be different than each other, 
although this is not recommended.



Unlimited Contacts – Contact Data Overview

The last section within a Contact is Addresses. Contacts are strictly ordered, and 
the first ordered Address will appear on the students view of their Contacts.

Address can have start and end dates similar to relationship. If an address is not 
active on the current date, it will be hidden. Pressing “Show All” will display 
hidden addresses.



Unlimited Contacts – Challenges: Linked Data

Contact records are shared across all users they’re linked to, 
meaning someone could make a mistake and it would effect 
other users.

For Example:
The Sample Contact (in Blue) has phone number 555-1234 
and is father of Student A (in Green)

If the Student B (in Yellow) adds this Contact as an Emergency 
Contact and makes the mistake 555-1237, then it will 
overwrite the data.

Following this, if the school needs to call Student A’s Father, 
they will not be able to get a hold of them as the number is 
wrong 



Unlimited Contacts – Challenges: Duplicate Prevention

Using the legacy fields will auto-generate new Contacts with weak data, 
almost always duplicates.

Creating a Parent Portal Access Account via the old Access Accounts page 
will create the new Access Account as an empty Contact with all other fields 
missing, so creating them in Contacts is necessary.

When adding a new contacts always check for matches, even inactive, and 
check known siblings for similar contacts.



PowerSchool Contacts - Questions and Feedback?



Contact Data in SchoolEngage Forms

• In order to maximize compatibility, we have aimed to make 
converting old SchoolEngage forms to unlimited contacts as easy as 
possible



Contact Data in SchoolEngage Forms

In SchoolEngage we have setup the 
Contacts Mapping setup to match 
PowerSchool as closely as possible, 
using a similar layout to the Contacts 
table in PowerSchool

Due to the dynamic nature of 
Contacts, instead of a specific 
contact, the setup page allows you 
to build a generic structure for how 
you’d like the contacts ordered in 
PowerSchool – these will be setup by 
your district SchoolEngage Admin 
and us so don’t worry



Writing Back Contacts

On a form with Unlimited Contacts 
mapped, a new section will be 
added to the writeback process for 
Unlimited Contacts

Contacts are loaded from 
PowerSchool (if any exist), and 
then matched based on the 
mapping rules setup by the 
district.

Note* This interfaces shown are being piloted with a few 
districts, and are subject to change based on feedback



Writing Back Contacts

Reset: Revert all changes to the 
contact data and reset it to the 
data that was setup when the 
writeback window was opened.

Expand / Collapse All: Show or 
hide the full contacts Information



Writing Back Contacts

On any record, the outside arrow 
icon can be used to click and drag 
records to reorder them. This will 
reorder them in PowerSchool, 
even if there are no other changes



Writing Back Contacts

On any record that did not find an 
existing match, or for students 
new to PowerSchool for this 
student, a “Possible matches” 
button will appear if a search of 
the system turns up any 
candidates for a match.

You will get to see the reason for 
the match, and any other students 
this Contact is linked to, as well as 
how they’re related.



Writing Back Contacts

On any record that is already 
linked to a contact in 
PowerSchool, you may see a 
“Used By” button.

Pressing the “User By” Button 
will show you a condensed 
version of that Contacts 
relationships. This way you can 
quickly reference things such as 
siblings.



Writing Back Contacts

By clicking on any individual 
contact, you will see the expanded 
data. 

The expanded view is setup to 
mimic a Contacts Record in 
PowerSchool so it can easily be 
compared



Writing Back Contacts

The first column outlines what 
data falls into each row. In the 
flags row, an additional header is 
added to clearly show what data is 
present.



Writing Back Contacts

The “Original Form” column shows 
what data was on the form at the 
time it was generated. For a 
registration form, this will usually 
be blank. For a Demographics 
Update or Re-enrollment, this will 
contain the data that was in 
PowerSchool at the time the form 
was generated.



Writing Back Contacts

The “PowerSchool” column shows 
what data is in PowerSchool for 
this contact. This data is pulled 
live, so it will always be accurate. 

If there is no data in this column, it 
means this record is not linked to 
any contact in PowerSchool. 



Writing Back Contacts

The “SchoolEngage” column 
displays the information that was 
on the form at the time it was 
Approval and finalized. This is the 
data that will be moved to 
PowerSchool if pushed.



Writing Back Contacts

Cell Coloring:
Yellow: Indicates this record is 
unique and should be reviewed. This 
will occur if data in one column is 
different than the other two.

Green: This indicates that a piece of 
data only appears in one column, 
and so that column is assumed to be 
correct. This will occur if the record 
is new, and only exists in 
SchoolEngage, or if the record exists 
in PowerSchool but was not mapped 
on the form.



Writing Back Contacts

Individual Green highlight 
within cell:

If an individual item in a row is 
highlighted, it means that a 
specific piece of data exists in 
PowerSchool but was not 
mapped on the form. Hovering 
over the green cell will explain 
what it contains.



Writing Back Contacts

Red indicates that a record 
exists only in PowerSchool and 
will be overwritten



Writing Back Contacts - Demographics

The first section in the expanded Contacts view is the basic Demographics information. 
This contains the basic information regarding any given contact.

The only required field is Last Name, however adding First Name is always 
Recommended



Writing Back Contacts - Demographics

One thing of note in this section is the Action dropdown. This allows you do choose 
from a list of all Contacts present on the SchoolEngage form, as well as two other 
options: Do Not Update, and Unlink.



Writing Back Contacts - Demographics

Selecting “Do Not Update” will indicate that the record in 
PowerSchool is entirely correct, and does not need any 
changes*.

Note* Re-ordering Contacts will always occur if performed, as 
order is not considering a change to the Contacts record itself.



Writing Back Contacts - Demographics

Selecting “Unlink” will indicate that the Relationship between the student and the 
Contact should be removed in PowerSchool. Be aware that this is not the same as 
expiring a record, and should only be used to separate a Contact that was linked in 
Genuine error.

As Contacts are linked to many students, and retaining records is important, there is no 
way to delete a contact in SchoolEngage, only removing the relatinoships are allowed.



Writing Back Contacts - Relationship

The Relationship section contains any data that would be stored 
in the “Edit relationship” popup in PowerSchool. Of note here, it 
is always good to review the Flags to ensure they are set 
correctly. Additionally, there is the option to expire a relationship 
via start and end dates even if those fields are not on the form.



Writing Back Contacts – Access Accounts

The access section is used to convey the information present in the system regarding 
parent access. If a username and email are displayed in the PowerSchool column, this 
means the Contact has a Parent Portal account. 

If Data Access is checked, this indicates if the user has access to this student 
specifically

SE Account displays the name of the parent in the system if they are linked to a 
SchoolEngage Account

In SchoolEngage now, Parent Portal Accounts are generated for the user who filled the 
form out. Once you move to Unlimited Contacts, you will have to manage all Access 
Accounts this way.



Writing Back Contacts – Access Accounts

If a Contact did not previously have a Parent Portal Account and 
Data Access is checked, they will be prompted to choose an email 
from that Contacts email list, and optional choose the Contact’s 
SchoolEngage Account (if there are any existing SchoolEngage 
accounts linked to this student that do not have Parent Portal 
access) 



Writing Back Contacts – Contact Information

Phones and Addresses may be re-ordered using the arrow icons, just like contacts can.

Email are not order in PowerSchool, but one may be marked as “Primary” using the 
checkbox to the right of the dropdowns. While Emails are unordered, the Primary 
email will always be first.



Writing Back Contacts – Contact Information

As with the contact records, these will be 
matched based on inputs, and can be 
changed. The list will contain all records 
available, as well as

Do Not Update – Do not change anything

Unlink – Remove this record from this 
user. This will remove this entry entirely 
and it will no longer be visible to any 
linked student.



Writing Back Contacts – Matching Information

The default matches are determined based on the form setup.

To simplify, during form setup you can map fields based on how you want 
the data linked in writeback, and SchoolEngage will try and match based 
on that criteria.



Writing Back Contacts – Correcting Data

Let’s say for example, all 4 phone numbers pulled in, but the 
appeared out of order, maybe the guardian swapped them 
on the form when filling it out.

Go to the first mismatched record and choose the correct 
match.

You can see that Phone #3 is correctly matched, but 
Phone #4 is now empty. We treat the sets of data on the 
form as objects, meaning they can only be used once. This 
means if you use them for a match someone and they 
have been used, it will clear the original field.



Writing Back Contacts – Correcting Data

Any SchoolEngage Contact data records that are not 
being used will appear in an “Unused” section. This is 
true of Phones, Emails, Addresses, and Contacts 
themselves

We can go to the dropdown just as we did with Phone #3 
and choose the correct item.

And just like that, order records are properly linked again.



Writing Back Contacts – Correcting Data

A different scenario that can happen sometimes 
depending on the data in PowerSchool and changes 
made, is that you have Unused records that do not 
appear in the list at all.

If you click on one of the records in this section, it will be 
added into the list as a new record. 

And now that it is there, it will be moved into 
PowerSchool.



Writing Back Contacts – Correcting Data

When linking Contacts together, if there was a duplicate 
or incorrect match and you have chosen their match 
somewhere else, sometimes you can end up with empty 
records

In this case, to remove the record simply choose Do Not 
Update from the dropdown

And the empty record will no longer be maintained



Writing Back Contacts – Correcting Data

A very common use case we see is that parents will go in 
and change the order of Contacts on a form. This is an 
easy thing tosspot during review because the name of 
the users This poses a huge problem as the Contacts 
objects are tied to PowerSchool, meaning you’d be 
swapping the relationships those users have. 

In this case, to correct the record, choose the correct 
record from the dropdown on both Contacts

Once the names match, the records will now be 
maintained correctly in PowerSchool.



Writing Back Contacts – Correcting Data Tips

Always make sure to review each contact thoroughly to make sure that Contacts are 
ordered and linked correctly. Make sure to check Contact names to ensure Guardians 
did not reorder them.

Make sure to review the data access section – should every user with Data Access 
actually have it?

Are there duplicates of the same user already in PowerSchool? We can expire or unlink 
one record, but that doesn’t solve the duplication. Always make sure to clean up and 
consolidate records in PowerSchool before writing back.

If in doubt, check PowerSchool to get a better view.



Questions and Feedback?



Thank You!

Feedback and Suggestions:
info@intellimedia.ca
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